Mechanical Mechanism Analysis of Roof Fracture Evolution in Stope with Variable Length Based on Elastic-Plastic Structure Theory
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Stope with variable length is formed by length change of mining face due to the irregular distribution of geological rock pillars, which is a typical representative of complex coal seam mining. According to the geometric characteristics and mechanical boundaries of each mining stage of stope with variable length, the roof structure models with four boundary conditions were established and solved successively by using the small deflection thin plate bending theory. Combined with the simulated images of MATLAB and FLAC 3D, the fracture laws and corresponding engineering phenomena were analyzed. According to the characteristics of roof rock pressure zoning, the overburden structure pressure model of “three stopes, three areas, and three structures” is constructed. The research shows that the traditional “O-X” fracture occurs in the roof of small mining stope. For the cracks generated by prolonged “O-X” fracture and drift “O-X” fracture in mutative mining stope are similar to the crack development characteristics of large mining stope, so they are integrated into full-scale mining stope. The full-scale mining stope roof is broken in "X-O" shape, and the crack continues to develop to produce extended fracture, forming the roof fracture theory of "two stopes and two laws." The research conclusion strongly reveals the failure law of roof from tension instability to plastic fracture and abnormal ground pressure during mining in stope with variable length. It provides a basis for exploring the essence of overburden migration in stope with variable length and strengthening the roof prevention and control theory under the occurrence conditions of deep complex coal seams.

1. Introduction

As the shallow coal seams are gradually exhausted, the deep coal body located in sudden change of coal and rock structures becomes the key object of resource development. However, the mining problems such as complex geological conditions and "three highs and one disturbance" have been strongly affecting the continuity and safety of mining operations [1]. The phenomena of mining pressure are extremely abnormal in stope with variable length, especially when working face is approaching abrupt change of length. The irregular breaking of roof leads to the rapid migration of rock strata. The disturbance impact of hydraulic supports on both sides of working face has obvious spatiotemporal difference. After the sudden change of working face length, resistance of hydraulic supports continues to increase, and when the pressure step distance decreases, roof is broken seriously [2–4]. In addition, due to the influence of soft boundary conditions of the roof in roadway along goaf, coupling relationship between the space-time law of roof
breakage and mining pressure is difficult to be characterized, which leads to great potential safety hazards in mining work, reducing resource recovery and utilization rate.

At present, there are two theoretical bases and corresponding methodologies for the study of roof fracture and overburden migration: beam structure and plate structure. The elastic-plastic deformation in coal body and the variation law of supporting pressure are demonstrated and summarized by analyzing the continuous dynamic fracture of beam structure, when studying disturbance characteristics about coal body caused by hinged fracture of basic roof. This method reflects dynamic migration characteristics and mechanical response mechanism of roof well [5–7]. However, the stope is a three-dimensional working space; beam structure is a one-dimensional model only containing length element, which cannot clearly explain the two-dimensional planar structure characteristics of the roof including width. Therefore, the thin plate theory gradually develops. The overlaying spatial structure engineering theory summarized by Jiang made use of microseismic positioning and monitoring technology that proposed the corresponding fracture forms of roof under different mining environments, thus strengthening the follow-up development of “O-X” fracture [8]. At the same time, in order to explore its specific evolution process in theory, a large number of scholars discussed the rules of roof breakage in stope by establishing a variety of thin plate models with rigid boundaries [9–12], deriving the “O-X” rule of fracture development with different sequences. However, in practical engineering, coal and roof are usually elastic when they are not disturbed and will be transformed into plastic after being disturbed. Therefore, in order to pursue higher precision roof fracture analysis and reveal the whole space-time disturbance characteristics, He, Chen, and Xie used the finite difference principle to build thin plate structure optimization models of elastic foundation boundaries and elastic-plastic foundation boundaries. Based on these, the first excavation of working face in the initial fracture and periodic fracture laws and influencing factors of the basic roof structure were obtained, deepening the roof fracture sequence theories [13–18]. The above theories greatly enrich the theoretical results of "O-X" breaking law under various square boundary conditions. However, when the geological coal and rock distribution are irregular, the roof boundaries of stope will be complicated, that is, the square boundary will change to polygonal boundary, which makes it more difficult to analyze [11]. What is more, the roadway along the goaf is in existence form in deep mining area, due to the influence of mining in adjacent section; the upper roof formed fracture edges. Resulting in the stress distribution of roof boundary and overburden are different from normal [19–24]. Therefore, considering complex boundary conditions, it is difficult to characterize the phenomenon of mining pressure and roof breakage in the stope with variable length, and the theory needs to be improved urgently. It is pressing to reveal the nature of overburden migration in deep stope and strengthen the roof prevention and control mechanism under the complex condition of deep coal seam.

2. Mechanical Model Analysis of Stope Roof with Variable Length

The mining geological characteristics of stope with variable length and the working face from short to long change law of stope are analyzed. Along the strike in turn, it can be divided into small mining, mutative mining, and large mining stope. As shown in Figure 1, coal seam strike per unit length is “a,” and coal seam inclination per unit length is “b.” The scope of small mining stope is “2a × b,” that of mutative mining stope is “a × 2b,” and that of large mining stope is “3a × 2b.”

Taking the initial mining of short working face as an example, in the deep mining area, in order to decrease the appearance of mining pressure and reduce the difficulty of roadway’s maintenance, the roadway close to goaf is reserved as a goaf roadway. The plastic damage degree of the isolation coal pillar in this roadway is very high, resulting in a sharp decline in its clamping capacity for the roof. In addition, roof above the adjacent goaf had already been broken by mining influence of the upper section [18], so all the edges of lower side of the roof in stope with variable length are set as simply supported boundaries. The rest of the roof edges without disturbance and in the stable clamping state are set as fixed boundaries. As the working face advances from small mining stope to mutative mining stope and arrives at large mining stope, the underlying coal mass of the roof decreased, and the roof will be affected by load of the overlying strata and mining disturbance and subject to the corresponding boundary conditions, which lead to continuous fracture.

In view of the above roof boundary characteristics, small deflection thin-plate bending theory of elasticity [25] will be applied to establish the roof elastic model with three sides fixed and one simply supported (the simply supported side is the long side), one side fixed and three sides simply supported, one simply supported with three sides fixed (the simply supported side is the short side), and both sides fixed and both simply supported (the simply supported sides are adjacent). The bending moment numerical value and bending moment image of each stope roof will be obtained by solving the deflection equations using Galerkin method and Ritz method. The breaking laws of roof can be analyzed to reveal the migration nature of roof strata in deep stope with variable length.

2.1. Mechanical Model Analysis of Roof Fracture in Small Mining Stope. Lower boundary of roof in small mining stope has broken in goaf on the upper section, so set as simply supported boundary condition. Due to this stope was the first mining stope, other edges were clamped by strata and coal seam stability, which mechanical conditions were excellent, so set to fixed boundary conditions. Elastic model with three sides fixed and one side simply supported (the simply supported side is the long side) was formed, as shown in Figure 2. By approximate solving the deflection function and bending moment function of this model, the law of fracture evolution of small mining stope can be obtained.
According to the condition,

\[
\begin{align*}
(w)_{x=b} &= 0, \quad \left(\frac{\partial w}{\partial x}\right)_{x=b} = 0, \\
(w)_{y=b} &= 0, \quad \left(\frac{\partial w}{\partial y}\right)_{y=b} = 0, \\
(w)_{y=0} &= 0, \quad \left(\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2}\right)_{y=0} = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

In the equation, \( w \) is the deflection.

According to Galerkin’s method, the deflection equation is

\[
w = C_1 y (x^2 - a^2)^2 (y^2 - b^2)^2.
\]

(2)

In the equation, \( C_1 \) is constant, and \( C_2, C_3 \), and \( C_4 \) are the same.

Plug it:

\[
\int_a^b D (\nabla^4 w) w_m dx dy = \int_a^b q w_m dx dy.
\]

\[
\int_0^b \int_{-a}^a D C_1 [120y(x^2 - a^2)^2 + 24y(y^2 - b^2)^2 + 2(20y^3 - 12b^2y)(12x^2 - 4a^2)] y (x^2 - a^2)^2 \cdot (y^2 - b^2)^2 \, dx \, dy
\]

\[
= \int_0^b \int_{-a}^a q y (x^2 - a^2)^2 (y^2 - b^2)^2 \, dx \, dy.
\]

(3)

In the equation, \( A \) is the integral interval; \( D \) is the bending stiffness of the plate, GPa·m; \( \nabla^4 \) is the harmonic operator; \( w_m \) is the first-order deflection function; \( q \) is the load, MPa.

It can be calculated as follows:

\[
C_1 = \frac{8085q}{2048(165a^4b + 44a^2b^3 + 21b^5)}.
\]

(4)

Then, we can get

\[
w = \frac{8085qy(x^2 - a^2)^2 (y^2 - b^2)^2}{2048(165a^4b + 44a^2b^3 + 21b^5)}.
\]

(5)

According to the internal force bending moment expression, we can get

\[
M_x = \frac{-8085q}{2048(165a^4b + 44a^2b^3 + 21b^5)}
\]

\[
\cdot \left[ (y(12x^2 - 4a^2)(y^2 - b^2)^2 + \mu(20y^3 - 12b^2y)(x^2 - a^2)^2) \right],
\]

\[
M_y = \frac{-8085q}{2048(165a^4b + 44a^2b^3 + 21b^5)}
\]

\[
\cdot \left[ \mu y(12x^2 - 4a^2)(y^2 - b^2)^2 + (20y^3 - 12b^2y)(x^2 - a^2)^2 \right].
\]

(6)

In the equation, \( \mu \) is Poisson’s ratio.

Assuming that \( A = 37.5 \text{ m}, B = 50 \text{ m}, q = -15 \text{ MPa}, D = 70.52 \text{ GPa} \cdot \text{m}, \) and \( \mu = 0.35 \) (the same later) are substituted into the equation. The bending moment expression of this model is calculated by MATLAB to obtain its three-dimensional numerical image, as shown in Figure 3.

Through the analysis of bending moment numerical image, firstly, the bending moments reached its maximum in long fixed boundary midpoint of the plate, causing fixed boundary broke and became a new simply supported boundary. Due to the extreme value of two short fixed boundaries were close to long fixed boundary midpoint maximum, the breakage of short fixed boundaries will be slightly lagging behind long fixed boundary and becoming new simply supported boundaries. Secondly, with the continuous extension of fixed edge fracture, the fracture will be connected with old fracture boundary (the original long simply supported boundary) along the side of goaf roadway, forming an “O-type” fracture circle. Finally, bending moment will take the maximum value the in center of the plate. The fracture will appear in the center of the plate and extend into the “X-type” fracture, namely, the “O-X” fracture law. These are shown in Figure 4.

On the boundary conditions, deep mining stope that use goaf roadway is slightly different from a stope that do not use (three sides fixed and one simply supported/four sides fixed), but “O-X” fracture will occur in all of them. In the process of dynamic roof instability, the accompanying mining pressure phenomena are basically the same. Due to the factors of short length of working face and strike length,
the dynamic migration of overlying strata will happen moderately, and supporting pressure on the mining space is also small.

2.2. Mechanical Model Analysis of Roof Fracture in Mutative Mining Stope. When mining work of small mining stope was finished, the length of working face will be changing from short to long, entering mutative mining stope. As the working face continues to advance, initial pressure will be generating in mutative mining stope, and roof fracture line above this working face is the right boundary of the stope. In the elastic thin plate bending problems, mutative mining stope boundary for the lower part of 1/2 left side was small mining stope’s “O-X” breaking edge, setting it to simply supported boundary, and the left over 1/2 roof was clamped by rock pillars and overlying strata, so set it to fixed boundary. At this point, two kinds of boundary conditions appear on the same edge, which is difficult to effectively calculate and needs to be simplified according to the project situation.

According to the theory of the whole area disturbance characteristic caused by periodic rupture of roof structure, the basic roof fracture will cause the M-shaped or C-shaped rebound compression zone enveloping the working face in front of coal body [15]. Therefore, after completion of mining in small mining stope, a large roof pressure will be generated on basic roof in front of the leading coal wall,
while the adjacent roof of leading coal wall will justly have little influence. Based on the above conditions, the lower half part of mutative mining stope’s roof is in the rebound compression region, and considering the weak constraint of boundary conditions, this part can first reach the mechanical limit of fracture [12]. After fracture, stress will redistribute, and then, the second fracture of the upper half of roof will occur in mutative mining stope. This concept of overburden structure fracture with “drift” characteristics reasonably explains the engineering phenomenon of abnormal roof pressure and rapid step-by-step subsidence in narrow area of mutative mining stope.

To sum up, the mutative mining stope was divided into upper and lower parts based on the median line of long side. Just below the dividing line was the goaf, which cannot restrain the rotation deformation of the roof, so set it as simply supported boundary. The breaking order was from I to II. This is shown in Figure 5.

2.2.1. Mechanical Model Analysis of Roof Fracture in Mutative Mining Stope I. This plate’s lower edge was the goaf roadway. The left side was broken edge of small mining stope, which was uniformly set as simply supported boundaries, and the right side was sandwich-supported roof between solid coal and overlying rock, which was set as fixed supported boundary, forming an elastic model with one side fixed and three sides simply supported, as shown in Figure 6.

According to the condition,

\[(w)_{x=±a/2}=0, (w)_{y=±b/2}=0, \left(\frac{\partial w}{\partial x}\right)_{x=a/2}=0.\]  

(7)

According to Ritz method, let the deflection equation be

\[w = C_2 \left( x + \frac{a}{2} \right) \left( x - \frac{a}{2} \right)^2 \left( y^2 - \frac{b^2}{4} \right).\]  

(8)

Plug it:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_\varepsilon &= \frac{D}{2} \int_A (\nabla^2 w)^2 \, dxdy, \\
\frac{\partial V_\varepsilon}{\partial C_2} &= \int_A q w \, dxdy,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( x + \frac{a}{2} \right) \left( x - \frac{a}{2} \right)^2 \int_{-b/2}^{b/2} \int_{-a/2}^{a/2} C_2 (6x-a) \left( y^2 - \frac{b^2}{4} \right) + 2C_2, \\
\left( x + \frac{a}{2} \right) \left( x - \frac{a}{2} \right)^2 \int_{-b/2}^{b/2} \int_{-a/2}^{a/2} q \left( x + \frac{a}{2} \right) \left( x - \frac{a}{2} \right)^2 \left( y^2 - \frac{b^2}{4} \right) \, dxdy.
\end{align*}
\]  

(9)

In the equation, \(V_\varepsilon\) is deformation potential energy.

It can be calculated as follows:

\[C_2 = \frac{-35ab^2q}{16(21b^4 + 6a^4 + 14a^2b^2)}D.\]  

(10)

Then, we can get

\[w = \frac{-35ab^2q(x + (a/2))(x - (a/2))^2(y^2 - (b^2/4))}{16(21b^4 + 6a^4 + 14a^2b^2)}D.\]  

(11)

According to the internal force bending moment expression, we can get

\[M_x = \frac{35ab^2q}{16(21b^4 + 6a^4 + 14a^2b^2)} \cdot \left[ (6x-a) \left( y^2 - \frac{b^2}{4} \right) + 2\mu \left( x + \frac{a}{2} \right) \left( x - \frac{a}{2} \right)^2 \right],\]  

(12)

The bending moment expression of this model was calculated by MATLAB to obtain its three-dimensional numerical image, as shown in Figure 7.

In this model, the bending moment \(M_x\) obtained the extreme value at the center of long simply supported edge, and bending moment \(M_y\) obtained the extreme value at long
simply supported edge near the center of plate. It can be concluded that mutative mining stope I broke at center of the long simple supported edge at first, and this boundary coexisted with the fracture boundary of the small mining stope. Then, the fracture will extend along the \( x \)-axis to inside of the plate and gradually get closer to fixed supported edge, thus causing instability failure of fixed supported boundary. When the fracture in the center of plate has connected with fixed supported fracture, it will expand to the two short simple supported edges and finally close, forming an “O-X” fracture with extension properties after the small mining stope, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.

2.2.2. Mechanical Model Analysis of Roof Fracture in Mutative Mining Stope II. The roof collapse of mutative mining stope I led to the redistribution of overburden pressure and then caused the roof instability of mutative mining stope II.

Lower boundary in this stope was the broken edge of mutative mining stope I. The middle of two stopes was connected by a hinged structure, so it can be set as simply supported boundary. The rest parts were supported by the stable clamping of rock layer, so they can be set as fixed supported boundaries, forming an elastic model with three sides fixed and one side simply supported (the simply supported side is the short side), as shown in Figure 10.

According to the condition,

\[
(w)_{x=a} = 0, \quad \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right)_{x=a} = 0,
\]

\[
(w)_{y=b} = 0, \quad \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \right)_{y=b} = 0,
\]

\[
(w)_{y=0} = 0, \quad \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2} \right)_{y=0} = 0.
\]

According to Galerkin’s method, let the deflection equation be

**Figure 7:** Bending moment of roof model with one side fixed and three sides simply supported.
\[ w = C_3 y \left( x^2 - \frac{a^2}{4} \right)^2 (y^2 - b^2)^2. \]  

(14)

It can be calculated as follows:

\[ C_3 = \frac{8085q}{128(336b^5 + 176a^2b^3 + 165a^4b)} D. \]  

(16)

Then, we can get

\[ w = \frac{8085qy(x^2 - a^2/4)^2(y^2 - b^2)^2}{128(336b^5 + 176a^2b^3 + 165a^4b)} \cdot \mu \left( y(12x^2 - a^2)(y^2 - b^2)^2 + \mu (20y^3 - 12b^2y) \left( x^2 - \frac{a^2}{4} \right)^2 \right). \]  

(17)

According to the internal force bending moment expression, we can get

\[ M_x = \frac{8085q}{128(336b^5 + 176a^2b^3 + 165a^4b)} \cdot \mu \left( y(12x^2 - a^2)(y^2 - b^2)^2 + \mu (20y^3 - 12b^2y) \left( x^2 - \frac{a^2}{4} \right)^2 \right). \]  

\[ M_y = \frac{8085q}{128(336b^5 + 176a^2b^3 + 165a^4b)} \cdot \mu y(12x^2 - a^2)(y^2 - b^2)^2 \left( x^2 - \frac{a^2}{4} \right)^2. \]  

(18)

The bending moment expression of this model was calculated by MATLAB to obtain its three-dimensional numerical image, as shown in Figure 11.

This model is compared with the small mining stope roof model with three sides fixed and one simply supported side (the simply supported side is the long side), and the inner part of plate bending moment greatly reduced and has a small cut with bending moment of fixed sides. But in general, bending moments of the maximum point still appear in long fixed side, and simply supported side has slight offset, which induce the initial rupture.

When the two long fixed sides of mutative mining stope II produced cracks, the constraint on bending moment transmission was reduced sharply. The fixed support will
transform into simple support condition, and plate with three sides fixed and one side simply supported (the simply supported side is the short side) will transform into the plate with three sides simply supported and one side fixed, which is similar to mutative mining stope I, and then, the corresponding regularity of fracture can be generated. In other words, the crack in the center of initial simply supported edge will start to extend to the center of the plate and gradually get close to the short fixed supported edge to trigger fracture. Finally, it will close with simply supported edge on both sides to complete the secondary fracture of mutative mining stope, as shown in Figure 12.

In terms of the direction of open-off cut in small mining stope, the "O-X" fracture extending along the strike has drifted to inclined direction, as shown in Figure 13. This fracture law is consistent with the roof subsidence rule in the section of mutative mining stope in practical engineering. The law of prolonged "O-X" fracture and drifting "O-X" fracture produced in mutative mining stope is very complex. The entropy value of cutting roof control system is high, which is consistent with the phenomena in support engineering, such as short pressure step distance, high variable pressure strength, and difficult support of broken roof.

As a whole, the temporal and spatial relationship between mining advancement and rock migration shows the drift of roof structure fracture, the continuity of rock structure instability, the migration of support pressure expansion, and the instantaneous increase of mining pressure phenomena.

2.3. Mechanical Model Analysis of Roof Fracture in Large Mining Stope. After the roof of mutative mining stope has broken twice, the phenomena of variable pressure and abnormal movement tend to be stable. It means that stope face enters large mining stope. Compared with small mining stope, the support space in the large mining stope is obviously expanded. It still has a trend of continuously increasing support pressure due to restriction of rock structure adjustment and the influence of residual energy release from mutative mining stope.

In engineering practice, when the length of working face reaches 100 m, the roof caving step is generally about 30 m [26]. According to calculated data simulated by MATLAB above, the inclined and strike lengths of roof model in large mining stope both exceed 100 m. In other words, when there is advanced unit distance on the x-axis, there will occur once basic roof period break, and there will be three times in total. However, after each break, boundary conditions and plate parameters will not change, and the breaking structure will not change either. Therefore, only the model range of "a × 2b" was taken as the calculation boundary of single roof fracture. The left side and the lower side of model were the fracture roof edges of goaf, which can be set as simply supported boundary condition. The right side and the upper sides were the roof edge of coal layer clamped, which can be set as fixed boundary condition, forming an elastic model of two sides fixed and two sides simply supported (the simple support edges are adjacent), as shown in Figure 14.

According to the condition,

\[
\begin{align*}
(w)_{x=0} &= 0, \\
\left(\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2}\right)_{x=0} &= 0, \\
(w)_{x=a} &= 0, \\
\left(\frac{\partial w}{\partial x}\right)_{x=a} &= 0, \\
(w)_{y=0} &= 0, \\
\left(\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2}\right)_{y=0} &= 0, \\
(w)_{y=2b} &= 0, \\
\left(\frac{\partial w}{\partial y}\right)_{y=2b} &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]  

According to Galerkin’s method, let the deflection equation be
\[
W = C_4 xy (x^2 - a^2)^2 (y^2 - 4b^2)^2. \tag{20}
\]

Plug it:
\[
\iint_A \nabla^4 w \, dx \, dy = \iint_A q u_m \, dx \, dy,
\]
\[
\int_0^{2a} \int_0^b DC_4 \left[ 120xy(x^2 - a^2)^2 + 120xy \cdot (y^2 - 4b^2)^2 \right.

+ 2(20y^3 - 48b^2)(20x^3 - 12a^2)x]xy(x^2 - a^2)^2 (y^2 - 4b^2)^2 \, dx \, dy

\left. + \mu x^2 + 20 \right] \cdot 20 \, dx \, dy.
\]

(21)

It can be calculated as follows:
\[
C_4 = \frac{121275q}{65536(45a^3b + 176a^3b^3 + 720ab^5)}D. \tag{22}
\]

Then, we can get
\[
w = \frac{121275qxy(x^2 - a^2)^2 (y^2 - 4b^2)^2}{65536(45a^3b + 176a^3b^3 + 720ab^5)}D. \tag{23}
\]

According to the internal force bending moment expression, we can get
\[
M_x = \frac{-121275q}{65536(45a^3b + 176a^3b^3 + 720ab^5)}

\left[ y (20x^3 - 12a^2x) (y^2 - 4b^2)^2 + \mu x \cdot (20y^3 - 48b^2y) (x^2 - a^2)^2 \right],
\]
\[
M_y = \frac{-121275q}{65536(45a^3b + 176a^3b^3 + 720ab^5)}

\left[ x y (20x^3 - 12a^2x) (y^2 - 4b^2)^2 + x \cdot (20y^3 - 48b^2y) (x^2 - a^2)^2 \right]. \tag{24}
\]
The bending moment expression of this model was calculated by MATLAB to obtain its three-dimensional numerical image, as shown in Figure 15.

At the right side of large mining stope, the maximum bending moment was obtained on fixed edge. The roof model with both sides fixed and both sides simply supported (the simply supported sides are adjacent) will transform into a model with three sides simply supported and one side fixed, similar to the mutative mining stope I. Then, fracture will take place inside the plate close to long side of the simply supported. For the plate is relatively long and narrow, under the action of the corner effect, central crack will extend diagonally to the two corners and intersect with the right side of fixed edge cracks, which will promote upper fixed edge fracture and finally form closure, as shown in Figure 16.

Subsequent sections of large mining stope will form the same type of joint fracture. The stoping advance speed and support quality of this stope can be effectively controlled, and boundary conditions are continuous, so the fracture is regular. However, the length of working face is long, the roof control range is large, and the roof is broken regularly in a wide range, so the periodic pressure step distance is short, and space-time disturbance range caused by it is great. As a result, it has the characteristics of high dynamic pressure higher than the static pressure and will increase in a short time.

After calculation of four kinds of elastic bending thin plate theoretical models and the related numerical analysis, the roof broken whole structure of stope with variable length was finally formed, as shown in Figure 17, which is “small mining stope + mutative mining stope (I and II) + large mining stope.”

2.4. Analysis of Integrated Model for Roof Fracture in Mutative Mining Stope and Large Mining Stope. In the
fracture analysis of mechanical model mentioned above, the stope with a working face length of $2b$ was divided into the mutative mining stope (I and II) and the large mining stope. This model can reasonably explain the complex roof disturbance breaking law, but dynamic evolution process is complicated. In the engineering field, after completion of mining in small mining stope, the working face advancement is still continuous and gradual. Although mutative mining stope has the most serious mining pressure, the most intensive roof movement, and the most difficult stope partition that is difficult to solve and deal with, the proportion of recoverable reserves and duration of mining and support work is the least. Considering factors such as working hours and efficiency and practical application of theory, it should be properly integrated with the larger mining stope with a larger proportion of stoping duration.

The theoretical model can be simplified by integrating the different fracture laws of mutative mining stope and large mining stope, which is beneficial to grasp the overall view of stope roof control theory. In following sections, mutative mining stope and large mining stope are collectively referred to as full-scale mining stope, as shown in Figure 18.

This model is an integrated stope by the strike length as the main guide. Through the overview analysis of fracture, the whole fracture law of full-scale mining stope can be obtained. At the lower part of left boundary of full-scale mining stope, there was an initial fracture generated by “O-X” fracture edge of small mining stope, which developed along the strike to inside of full-scale mining stope, and then, the upper part of left boundary fracture occurred and extended along the dip to inside of full-scale mining stope; finally, the two extended fractures converged. This was general law of mutative mining stope (I and II), in which the jumble fracture details were ignored and the “half-X-shaped” fracture was formed. The fracture of mutative mining stope I was the hypotenuse of lower part of the “half-X,” while the fracture of mutative mining stope II was the hypotenuse of upper part of the “half-X,” as shown in Figure 19.

Initial fracture occurred in long fixed side of the large mining stope, then cracks in the center of plate extended to the two sides and closed with long fixed side, and the two closed to short fixed side, finally causing it to break.
3. Mechanical Characteristic Analysis of Roof Fracture Evolution in Stope with Variable Length

3.1. Establishment of Numerical Model. In order to verify the accuracy of mathematical model, explore the dynamic law of roof instability in stope with variable length, and consider universality of fracture theory in practical engineering problems. The following will use FLAC3D software to establish corresponding coal seam and mining model, through the analysis of coal seam in multistage mining process of plastic zone development and change rules, to provide a strong support for fracture theory in this paper.

From the perspective of full-scale mining stope, fracture in the center of plate was further broken and expanded from “half X” to “full X” shape fracture, and all fixed sides became “n” shape fracture, which can be called “C” shape for convenient description. To sum up, the second large-scale fracture of full-scale mining stope was “X-C” shape, as shown in Figure 20.

The “X-C-shaped” fracture was connected with the edge of goaf in the upper section at the lower part of full-scale mining stope, forming a “C-shaped” to “O-shaped” closure, as shown in Figure 21. The final occurrence of the roof in full-scale mining stope is similar to “O-X” fracture, but the development law of “X-O” fracture is slightly different, namely, from the traditional ① long fixed supported sides fracture → ② short fixed supported side fracture → ③ the “O” shape closed → ④ center fracture → ⑤ “X” shape closed → ⑥ “O-X” breakage form (form the “O” shape before forming an “X”). It is transformed into ① simple and fixed edge fracture → ② “half X-shaped” fracture → ③ extension of long fixed edge and plate center fracture to induce short fixed side fracture → ④ “X-C-shaped” fracture → ⑤ “O-shaped” closure → ⑥ “X-O-shaped” fracture formation (first form “X” shape and then forming “O” shape).

As the working face continues to advance, the roof caving will occur periodically, and the fracture law is the same as the continuous fracture of large mining stope. The prolonged “X-O” fracture is formed with the roof in mutative mining stope, as shown in Figure 22.

The cuboid model of 250 m × 150 m × 80 m was established, and Molar Coulomb model was adopted, fixing boundaries on the four sides and the bottom. An in situ stress of 15 MPa downward along the z-axis was applied on the top of model. The thickness of floor was 50 m, the thickness of coal seam was 3 m, and the thickness of roof was 27 m. The width of working face was 3 m, and the width of section roadway was 4 m. When section roadway was excavated in coal seam, strike length of small mining stope was 75 m and inclined length was 50 m. In this area, three stoping stages were simulated and grid was encrypted. The strike length of full-scale mining stope was 150 m, and the inclined length was 100 m. In this area, four stoping stages were calculated by simulation. The first stoping stage of full-scale mining stope was mutative mining stope zoning, and the last three stoping stages were large mining stope zoning, as shown in Figure 23.

3.2. Analysis of Mechanical Characteristics of Roof Fracture in Small Mining Stope. The small mining stope was divided into three mining calculations, and the roof plastic zone failure analysis was carried out once for every 25 m advancing average. The distribution characteristics of roof stress zone and plastic zone along with work progress are shown in Figures 24 and 25.

The lower part of roof boundary of small mining stope was the broken roof along the goaf. When the initial excavation of small mining stope advanced for 25 m, the stress concentration occurred in the lower part of the left and right sides of goaf. However, due to the short moment arm, the bending moment was not enough to cause roof to break. A wide shear plastic failure occurred to roof along the roadway strike, which conformed to the failure form of articulated point in the “S-R” instability theory of “masonry beam” [26]. The development of plastic zone in this roadway was mainly caused by mining disturbance in the upper section, so it was not included in analysis range of plastic zone in the stope with variable length. The roof near the open cut was undergoing shear failure, and the roof boundary on the upper side of goaf had undergone shear and tensile failure. Therefore, the two had a certain sequence in breaking time and space.

When 50 m was advanced, the range and value of shear stress on the upper side of the goaf gradually increased,
and it was growing faster than the left and right sides. The main influence area of shear stress shifts to the long side of small mining stope. The roof above working face had a wide range of diffuse shear failure plastic zone and the goaf roof boundaries closed into an "O" shape, embedded shear and tensile failure plastic zone, the goaf roof boundaries closed into an "O" shape, embedded shear and tensile failure plastic zone, the middle point exposed tensile failure plastic zone, in line with the "O-X" fracture in the roof center and the boundaries of their respective fracture characteristics. For the mechanical conditions of the lower boundary were very weak, the failure plastic zone in the middle was shifted downward.

When the working face was advanced 75 m, the shear stress range and bending moment of the goaf boundaries reached the maximum value, and the whole range of small mining stope roof was in dynamic activity stage of plastic failure. The "O-shaped" closure ring was dominated by dynamic shear failure, and the fracture in the center of the plate like an "X" shape was dominated by tensile failure; the shear and tensile mixed failure extended outwardly and blended with the plate boundaries, forming an "O-X" fracture.

To sum up, the upper boundary shear stress of small mining stope first reached the plate boundary breaking limit and shear failure occurred, and then, shear failure occurred at the left and right sides of the stope and formed "O-shaped" closure. Finally, the tensile failure occurred mainly in the center, and the shear and tensile failure extended outward. When small mining stope was completely mined out, "O-X" plastic fracture will occur in the whole range. The broken law of the roof of small mining stope with three sides fixed and one side simply supported (the side simply supported is the long side) was verified.

3.3. Analysis of Mechanical Characteristics of Roof Fracture in Mutative Mining Stope. The first mining calculation of full-scale mining stope was the area of mutative mining stope. From the lengthening of the working face until the roof had obvious plastic zone, working face advance length was 40 m. The distribution characteristics of roof stress zone and plastic zone are shown in Figures 26 and 27.

In the lengthening stage of working face, the high stress concentration more than 25 MPa appeared at the right angle point of geological pillar. Shear stress range of roof near the working face ran through the whole length of working face, and the point stress concentration near roadway along goaf reached more than 25 MPa. The roof under such structural pressure will be prone to disaster.
mixed failure had occurred at the lower part of the center. Therefore, the roof failure took lead in the above three positions. The upper boundary of this stope was undergoing shear failure, indicating that this was the last roof fracture boundary. The breaking sequence can be summarized as: the left and right long sides break → the center of the plate breaks towards the lower part → the upper short side breaks. It was the same as the breaking law of roof model with three sides fixed and one side simply supported (the simply supported side is the short side) mentioned above, which provided corresponding evidence for it.

3.4. Analysis of Mechanical Characteristics of Roof Fracture in Large Mining Stope. The last three mining calculations of full-scale mining stope were the area of the large mining stope, and the advancing length of the working face was 40 m, 40 m, and 30 m. The distribution characteristics of roof stress zone and plastic zone are shown in Figures 28 and 29.

The range and value of shear stress at the boundaries of large mining stope increased with the expansion of goaf. The right side and the upper side of the goaf were both fixed boundaries, and the shear force value on right side was generally 8-10 MPa higher than upper side. Therefore, the criterion about right boundary of roof breaks first was more sufficient.

When the working face of large mining stope advanced 40 m (the mining of full-scale mining stope was 80 m), the tensile and shear failure plastic zone expanded in a large range. The area where the roof in stope with variable length had previously undergone plastic failure and stability was transformed from static to dynamic, a new round of plastic failure evolution occurs, the elastic residual energy releases, and the roof of goaf sank further. In this process, roof near working face had been shear broken; the location of fracture was consistent with shear stress concentration area in stress diagram. This boundary was the first to fracture, shear and tensile failure plastic zone was interluded in the middle of newly advanced 40 m goaf roof, and shear failure was occurring at the upper boundary. The development characteristics of plastic zone were in accordance with roof fracture law of roof plate with both sides fixed and both sides simply supported (the simply supported sides are adjacent).

When the working face advanced 80 m (the full-scale mining stope was mined 120 m), shear and tensile failure plastic zone was interluded and the middle of newly advanced 40 m goaf roof, and shear fracture was occurring at the upper boundary. Therefore, the criterion about right boundary of roof breaks first was more sufficient.

When the working face advanced 110 m (the full-scale mining stope was mined 150 m), all the stope with variable length was completed, and boundaries were dominated by shear failure and interior was dominated by tensile failure. The fracture pattern of roof roof tended to be stable,
but the vigorous activities of the roof will not stop, and dynamic subsidence was still taking place in the whole area.

3.5. Analysis of Mechanical Characteristics of Roof Fracture in Full-Scale Mining Stope. As shown in Figure 27, in mutative mining stope I, due to the continuous development of the plastic zone in small mining stope, the “half-X” shape of the shear and tensile fracture plastic zone was not obvious. However, an obvious “half-X” shape was formed in mutative face stope II, which could be identified as the developmental characteristics of plastic zone of the drift-shaped “O-X” fracture based on small mining stope or as the initial plastic zone development characteristics of the “X-O” fracture based on full-scale mining stope. Figure 29 shows the shear tensile fracture plastic zone. In (a), the development form of shear tensile plastic failure had occurred in new goaf, which spread from the middle to the right corner and formed a “half-X” shape on the other side. At this time, the “X” shape has been fully developed, and shear failure has occurred at the left, right, and upper boundaries of the mutative mining stope and large mining stope, forming the “X-C” fracture. Finally, the “C-shaped” plastic zone and roof of the roadway along the goaf form plastic circle closed, namely, the “X-O” fracture. In (b), the upper part of stope, a shear and tensile mixed linear fracture zone along the strike has appeared, that is, the central fracture extension zone of the prolongated “X-O” fracture.

It can be seen that the plastic zone development characteristics of FLAC³D numerical analysis are very consistent with the fracture theory mentioned above, which provides a powerful engineering simulation basis for the fracture theory.

4. Mechanical Model and Structural Evolution Law of Roof Fracture in Stope with Variable Length

By summarizing the movement law of overlying strata, corresponding geometric structure and mining pressure characteristics of each stope mentioned above, the different mining pressure characteristics and fracture laws of the stope with variable length can be obtained compared with the normal stope. There are three different development stages of working face advancing from small mining stope to mutative mining stope to large mining stope. In small mining stope, the stoping space is small, the working face length is short, and it belongs to the stable pressure structure, the relatively regular “O-X” fracture occurs in roof, and mining pressure appears to ease, so it is called the stably static pressure mining area. When entering mutative mining stope, the length of working face changes abruptly, which belongs to the sudden pressure structure. The boundary conditions of roof become complicated, the continuity instability of rock structure will occur, and fracture tends to transfer. The prolongated “O-X” fracture and drift “O-X” fracture appear in the roof, the mining pressure transient time changes abnormally, and the mining space is broken and difficult to support, so it can be called the suddenly alterant pressure mining area. When it is advanced to large mining stope, the period of pressing step interval is short, and the roof fracture is regular. It belongs to increasing pressure structure, and the prolongated “X-O” fracture appears. The rock structure readjusted, the elastic residual energy is fully released, and the whole roof of stope with variable length is transformed from static stability to dynamic failure. The support resistance of mining space is high and has a trend...
of continuous growth, so it is called the increasingly dynamic mining area. The overburden structure pressure model of “three stopes, three areas, and three structures” is derived, as shown in Figure 30.

Mutative mining stope and large mining stope are integrated into full-scale mining stope, and the complex “half-X-shaped” fracture was developed from the irregular fracture in the center of mutative mining stope I and II. The fracture was combined with the central fracture of large mining stope to form an “X-shaped” fracture, and then, the peripheral fracture of full-scale mining stope was connected to form a “C-shaped” fracture, finally closed into the “X-O” form of breaking law. This is contrary to the traditional “O-X” form of fracture law in small mining stope, but it will occur with the advance of working face prolonged fracture. Thus, the roof breaking theory of “two stopes and two laws” in stope with variable length is derived, as shown in Figure 31.
It should be pointed out that, if the working face advances from full-scale mining stope to small mining stope, the overburden structural pressure and fracture law are also different, because of the different boundary conditions, so this theory is only applicable to process of advancing from small mining stope to full-scale mining stope at present.

5. Conclusions

(1) According to actual geological characteristics and working face layout characteristics of the stope with variable length, the theory of thin plate bending with small deflection of elasticity was applied to establish roof elastic model with three sides fixed and one simply supported (the simply supported side is the long side), one side fixed and three sides simply supported, one simply supported with three sides fixed (the simply supported side is the short side), and both sides fixed and both simply supported (the simply supported sides are adjacent). Through the roof breaking law of mathematical solution, the “O-X” fracture process of small mining stope, prolonged “O-X” fracture process, and drifting “O-X” fracture process of mutative mining stope, as well as the “X-O” fracture process and prolonged “X-O” fracture process of full-scale mining stope were deduced.

(2) Using FLAC$^3D$ to carry out engineering simulation, the evolution process of stress zone and plastic zone was obtained, which fully conformed to the calculation results of mathematical mechanics model. It provided a strong support for the breaking law of the stope with variable length, especially for the breaking law of the full-scale mining stope.

(3) The roof “O-X” fracture rule of small mining stope is as follows: (1) the long fixed side fracture on the upper part —— (2) the short fixed side fracture on both sides extending —— (3) the “O-shaped” closure with the broken roof along the goaf —— (4) the

---

**Figure 30:** Pressure model of overburden structure of “three stopes, three areas, and three structures.”

**Figure 31:** “Two stopes and two laws” roof fracture theoretical model.
central fracture $\rightarrow$ (5) "X-shaped" penetration $\rightarrow$ (6) "O-X" fracture law is formed. The roof "X-O" fracture law of the full-scale mining stope is as follows: (1) left short simple and fixed side fracture $\rightarrow$ (2) "half-X-shaped" fracture $\rightarrow$ (3) long fixed side and plate center fracture extension promote short fixed side fracture $\rightarrow$ (4) "X-C-shaped" fracture $\rightarrow$ (5) "O-shaped" closure formed by the broken roadway along the goaf $\rightarrow$ (6) "X-O" fracture law formed

(4) The causes and accompanying phenomena of mining pressure in small mining stope, mutative mining stope, and large mining stope were summarized, and the "three stopes, three areas, and three structures" overburden structure pressure model for stope with variable length was put forward. The roof fracture forms of small face stope and large face stope were summarized, and the theoretical model of "two stopes and two laws" roof fracture of stope with variable length was put forward (only applicable to the process of working face from short to long).
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